
DELIVERY TECHNICAL DETAILS
FOR THE AUTHORS

|LANDSCAPES|
Similarities and differences

Cuneo, the 2nd and 3rd of September 2023

To send the files:
 1) for the delivery of your folders, use only the 
WWW.WETRANSFER.COM platform (one or more items) 
specifying the DOWNLOAD LINK sent to the box: 
formicalab.info@gmail.com. 
Other ways of delivery like single jpg, pdf attached, dropbox, 
drive sharing, ecc. won’t be taken into account.

2) Remember to put in the SUBJECT of the MAIL:
“Name, surname and country\countries interested in the project
for the |LANDSCAPES| Similarities and differences, Cuneo 2023”.

exemple: 
“Mario Rossi’s folder, France for the festival |LANDSCAPES| 
Similarities and differences Cuneo 2023”.

or 
in case of more  countries interested in the project: “Mario 
Rossi’s folder Italy, France, Germany for the festival |
LANDSCAPES|  Similarities and differences Cuneo 2023”
 

mailto:formicalab.info@gmail.com


3)Attach these 4 files:
-participation form, read and signed(pdf).
-title and summary of the project must be in English(pdf)  and your native
language is optional.
-a biography(if you like, you can also insert your CV) (pdf ) in English and 
your native language is optional.
-your portrait(vertical, clear image) ( jpg).

4)Specify the string datatypes and the image naming number
(coming from the proposed project)of which you intend 
transfering the use for press kit and general communication 
purposes of the festival.

 For exemple:
Image for press kit: 
mariorossi_PAESAGGIALPINI_2021_0078.jpg

5)A folder containing at least 15 images and maximum 30 images on 
projects carried out during the last two years,  will be just fine. I mean, 
starting from January 2020 or earlier.
The folders without a summary won’t be take into account.

6) The files must  contain Captioning in the IPTC metada section. If your 
image is related to a release document, write it in the file notes.

7) File delivery in .JPG format

minimal compression
300 dpi print resolution
maximum print size.
Both Color (Adobe RGB/sRGB) and Black and White
NO .pdf, NO .tiff, NO video or slide show formats
NO frames and/or watermarks and/or signatures on the image.




